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ABSTRACT •

The present dissertation is addressed to a single question:

how did Ignatius of Antioch understand his death? Our question is

not a new one. o~ the contrary, it is one that has attracted scholar

lyattention for over a century. 'Nevertheless, it. is one for which

a satisfactory answer is still lacking. Most recent commentators are

agreed that Ignatius understood his death in terms of a number of in-

dividual themes, images and conceptions. Moreover. the clear tenden-
r

cy of sch~larly opinion is to identify the themes of discipleship,

sacrifice and imitation as most fundamental to understanding the shape

of this ~spect of Ignatian thought. In its understandin~ of each of

these three themes. however, scholarship continues to propose views
•which we do not believe to reflect the thinking' of Ignatjus, himself.

Our dissertation is composed of two parts. In' Part I. at-

tention is focused upon the content of present schol~rly thinking on

the sU~jects of discipleship, sacrifice and imitation within Ignatian

thought and the development of scholarly thinking over the last one

hundred years. In the case of each of the~e themes, we conclude that

a reevaluation of each theme is presently cal Ted for. In Part II.

each of the three themes is studled'individually. In discussing' dis-

cipleship. we conclude that Ignatius actually used the key term

pae~Tq~in a more com~lex way than that presently supposed. Ultimate

Iy.~ new'view of how Ignatius used this term in reference to himself

fac.iog death emerges--one which understands the lerm in the 1 i ght of the

themes of endurance and devotion. Secondly, a more cautious defini-·
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tion of sacrifice is presented. Here our view of the problem at

tempts primarily to be more sensitive to the limitations of the

available data and aware of possible alternative lines of interpre

tation. Finally, Part II approaches the theme of imitation as a

question of meaning within Ignatian thought. In particular, Igna-
"

tius' associations ~ith the persons of Paul and Christ are examined

~ as parts of Ignatius' understanding of his deat~

In brief, the present dissertation supports the contention

of scholars that the themes of discipleship, sacrifice and imitation
• J

were important parts of Ignatius' understanding of his'death. It

proposes new understandings for each of these. themes.

The essential contribution of this thesis is. that it proposes
.

a more adequate fouhdation for the understanding of Ignat~us' view

of his d~ath. It critically confronts present scholarly thinking on
, 4

t~e issue and proposes a new solution of great consequence.to this

major question within the field of Ignatian scholarship .. A more remote

signifIcance of the thesis lies in its subverting certain common-gen

eralizations about: llearly Catholicism," insofar as they are grounded

~in mistaken assumptions about Ignatius of Antioch and his stjnce

.
towa rd h i's own immi nent death.
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IN rl{OJ)UCfl~

l he present thesis examines the thought of one of· the

mOSt fascinating figures of early Christian Lit.erature, ig

natius of Antioch. Ihis study does not pre~end "to deal ~h
Llle wllole of his thought. Rather, it focuses on lhe"single

.
question of how Ienatius understood his death.

It is not the 'purpose of this study to inquire af

ter Ignatius' psychological patterns of response in the face

of death. ~either does it assume or propose that he under-

stood his death in terms of some systematic philosophy or tl~

ology. By the' thought" of Ignatius on his death is meant

the themes, ideas and associations in terms of whicH Ignatius'

death was meaningful to him. by identifying t.he three. themes

of discipleship, sacrifice and imitation~and by pressing them

for their precise meaning, this study seek~ to arriv~at an

adequate understanding of a basic feature of Ignatian thought.

llut there is more here than the settling of an iso-

lated point. rhe interpretation of Ignatius ,has long been

located in a whole scheme-of historical development.' 1his

scheme .ambitions to account historically for the transitions

from Jesus through the primltive community and r'aul to early

CathoiicLsm (fr~lkatholizismus) represented especially in

Clement of l<ome an;d Ignatius of Antioch. The school of Liber

al theology in nineteenth-century Germany'elaborated this
,

scheme: and though the particulars of ~iberal theology's first

1
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reconstruction (that of F.C. l>aur and t.he T\)bingen school)

have been abandoned, the scheme itself has survived. Early

Catholicism, in particular, has retained the connotation of

a general lowering of religious vitality and a hardening of

Christian m-teries. Signs of early Caiholicism have now been

round in Luke/Acts as well as in tile Pastoral letters to Ii-.

m'othy and 1'i tus, but Clement of Rome and Ignatius of Antioch

are still the crown witnesses to Christianity's sharp falling

off from its I~gh point in Paul. So far as Ignatius is con-

cerned, two points are usually taken to be decisive: the ri-

gidity of his stand on Church. order and the near-masochism

o[ his view of discipleship and the imitation of Christ as mar

tyrdom.

uur attention is cente\d on the second of t.hese

points . ~'/e shall not commen t on whether the views which a

century of scholarship has attributed to Ignatius regarding

discipleship and imitation would actually attest a falline

off in Christ,an life and thought, [or the fact is that l~a

tiusdid not hold the views attributed to him. The point of
\

recalling the context in which he has been studied is to
,

indicate that the present thesis has a significance which

transcends its immediate limits. If it can be shown that a

hundred years of scholarship have prov~d to be seriously mis-

taken about 19n.:rtius· thought on his death, one of the key

props will have been pulled out from under the description

of early.second-century Christianity as a collapse of Christi-
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anity's .native and original scale of values.

Uur study may accordingly be understood to contri

bute at least remotely to the general question of early Ca- \

tholicism. Ob~ously. we do not propos~t~at the present dl~

sertation settles the basic issues bearing on how second-cen

tury CI~ristianity related to the ~ew feStament era. Never

the less. discipleship. sacri fi-ee as we 11 as of the whole

form of Ignatius. confrontation with death should be read

in this larger context, and it will be seen that the conclu

sions reached in this study offer a positive challenge to

the standard thesis on early Catholicism at least so far

as the figure of Ignatius is concerned.

The thesis has a second significance within the con-

, text of Ignatian scholarship. 1t has long been the practice

in Igna~ian studies to view his understanding of his deatt!

8S a microcosm of his understanding of the whole of Christian

life. Scholarshi~ on discipleship may be cited as a case in

point. Convinced that I.enatius understood only the martyr

to be the true disciple of Jesus Christ. scholars have tend

ed to portray the whole of the Christian life forrlgnatius

as one intrinsically oriented to suffering. 0ur reexamina

tior'f>f the issue of discipleship sugeests that this approach

is misleading and that a reexamination of Ignatian spiritual

ity is in order.

Thirdly. the significance of the present study lies



•
in i t~ primary focus, i. e. , in how it deals with Ignatius'

understandine of his death. Real progress here has been la-

bourious. ~or the past fifty years Ignatian scholarship has
.

proceeded in the supposition that imitation and, specifically,

the imitation of Christ is the unique Key -to 19natian thought.

Morcove~, under~le influence of Heinrich Schl ier, Hans von

Campenhausen and fheo Preiss, many s,cholars today seem con

vinced that Gnosticism or the Mystery l{eligions offer the

rieht access to "imitation' in Ignatius. Thus, imitation

understood as the repetition of the death of a cult-god

[or the sake of winning divination has been seen through

most 01 this period as the paramount issue in the discussion

or Ignatius. During the 1950's, however, the predominance

of the single theme of imi.tation gegan to slip. furthermore,

scholars even more recently have demonstrated a willingness

to recognize the independence of themes like discipleship and ;
-...... I

sacriticc in Ignatius' understanding of his death. At the ,,_~

present time, there seems to be a basic willingness on the

part of scholars to view Ignatius' understanding of his death

as a multi-faceted composite of various themes, images and

i:<1eas each of which merits careful attention in its own right.

It is at this point, however, th~L progress has halted.

In attempting to move beyond the vi~w that imita-

tion is the single key to Ignatius' understanding of his death,



there has bcen a strong tendency amonB Ignatian scholars to

simply rely 'on the interpretations of these themes which ante

date thc reductl.on of the whole discussion of Ignatius on' his

death to the,single theme of imitation. Are these earlier

theses re 1iab Ie? '

At the outset of my own studies in Ignatius of An-

tioch. it seemed reasonable to suppose that what was needed
.;

was simply 'to flesh out the available...,views of the themes

of discipleship and sacrifice~ two themes which seemed to

consistently attract the attention of scholarship. Sustained
.

contact with the earlier scholarship on these themes, however.

led rne to the view that this scholarship has by no means done

e thought of Ignatius. The way to progress to~

lie in merely reappropriating the scholarship on'

ship rnd sacrifice which antedated the adoption of

"i'itation" as the key to Ignatius on his death. Nor does

it consist in simply extending the preliminary lines of inter-
•

pretation offered on these themes. \vhat I can positively

say is this: scholarship has at least identified the central

themes -'relevant to IgnatLus' understandine of his death in its

concern with the themes of discipleship, sacrifice and imita-

tation. But each of,tliese themes is due for reexamination

to define the sense of each and to locate each intelligibly

and accurately within Ignatius' understanding of his death.

I
I
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[his task. is not easy. ()bViO~SlY1 Ignatius himself

offers no unified dissertation' on his underst~ine of his

death. Ilis literary legacy is confined to seven rather short
., 41 ,

lctter~ /chiefly concerned \-li th various problems Ot" potential

problems 01 the Churches in western Asia Minor. Aside from

his letter to the !'{omans, he spoke of his death only inci-

dentally and in passing. The brevitas and obscuritas of his

'. tyle adds to the prob lem of recoveiri,lli; his thought im his

death.
l

Unlike New [estament studies, lenatian scholarship

has been dominated by relatively few scholars and, as He have

alread~ noted, there is a danger inherent in this situation.

!'roblematic cJ.ssumptionsand questionable conclusions may easi ly

become and have, in fact, become part of the scholarly con-
I

sensus on Ignatius. !{obert H. Grant has reviewed the extra

ordin.lrily prC'judicial character of scholarship on lenatius. 2

1 111is is the vi.ew of lenati.an Greek ~[fered by J.A.
Kleist in The Epistles of St. Clement and St. Ignatius of An
tioch, Vol. I: Ancient Christian \"riters (\\'estminister, Ma.:
Newman 13ook.shop, 1946), p. 58. 1'lore extensive analyses of
the subject of Ignatius' Greek s.tyle have been, 0Ifered by
1::. Nonlcn, \)i'e antike Kunstprosa (reprinted Darmstadt: \vissen-
'schattlich(~ Buchgcsellschaft, 19Se), II. 510-512. and Othmar
l'erler, "))as vierte Hakkabaeerbuch, Ignatius vOI1 Antioq~icn

unci diE' ;lp1 testen ~1artyrerberichte", Rivista di Archcologta
Crisli.:ma xXV (l'FIY), ')7-61.

2 I' d .1" • 1~ Robl'rt (,rant. ·Hermeneut.LC~ an Traul.t.l.on 1.11 ~-

nat.ius of An tioch: A NeLhodolo~ical lnves t i~a tion ", in Enri
co Castelli, ed., Ermcneutic~ e Tradizione~ Rome: Instituto
di Studi Filosofici~ 1963, especially pp. 184-190 .
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\~a~ IGl\atius really lile victim of ,1 l1cUI'otic martyr-complex,

as li.lI. S treetcr maintained'? Clearly, there is a need to

reexamine, the 'lastine themes of scholarship.

In the lieht, therefore of the inherenl difficulti~s of

answering our ques.tion and in recoe,ni tion of the fact that

no small part of the scholarly thinkinB on the 'subject has
I

been dominated by problematic assumpti"'ons about Ignatius,

it has seemed best to offer an exeeetical study on ignatius'

lhouell~ on his death, a study dedicated to the Grasp of the
,

meantng of individual texts and groups oJ. texts. At t.he

same t.ime it is indispensable that we confront previous

scholarly discussions of Ignatius' thought on his death

and especially the theses which have been most influential

in the discussion.

The time has come for a complete reevaluation of

Ignat.ius· understanding of his death. The texts themselves

must have the last word. The following study is accordingly

~ composed of two major parts. In the first part we shall ex

amine the modem discussion of lellatius which began in eam-

\
\

\ .

'\.,

..
est with Theodor Lahn (1~73). Our chief concern will be to

identify, the theses which have endured and to evaluate their

adequacy for the interpretation of Ignatius' t}lOUeht on his

death. The second part of the study will examine the themes

and texts of Ignatius himself •

...
•
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Fin~llY, it Should be noted that the present the-
,

sis presents "the Greek text of the Igna~ian letters arranged
I,

in sense-lines. This arrangement of the text should make the

p~oblBms of interpreting Ignatian Greek more obvious and facil

itate the t~sk' of mastering the peculiarities of Ignatius'

Greek style. In addition, translations of all passages from

the Ignatian lett.ers cited in the thesis are provided in foot

notes for the convenience of readers unfamiliar with Ignatius.. '

Similarly,1 it has seemed best to tran'slate all quoted materials
, -

into English and to provide the text of each quotation in its

original language iry, an accompanying footnote. E~cept where

noted, the Greek text that will be presented;in the thesis

is that of the Funk-Bihlmeyer edition. 3

I

3Karl Bihlmeyer. Die Apostolischen VAter (3rd ~d.;
TUbingen: Mohr, 1970), Part One, pp. 82-113. The authentici
ty of the so-called Middle Gre~ recension of the Ignatian
letters .as established at the end of the last century does
not seem to have been effectively challenged by the recent

-work of Franciscan Fa~her Reinoud Weijenborg, Les Lettres
, na e d'Antioche: Etude de Cri i ue litteraire et de Theo

logie, trans .. B. Heroux (Leiden: Brill, 1969 . On the other
hand, certain readings adopted by Bihlmeyer following the
work of J.B. Lightfoot (1885) are far from certain. Any ser
ious discussion of these texts demands ~ familiarity with the
positions of all three of the major textual commentators pf
the late nineteenth century, i.e. Zahn (1876), Funk (1881)
and Lightfoot (1885).
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PART I

MAJOR THEMES IN THE SCHOLARLY DISCUSSION

OF IGNATIUS' THOUGHT ON HIS DEATH:
"

\ DISCIPLESHIP, SACRIFICE, IMITATION ..

Almost everyon~ who has written on the 19natlan

letters ha~lven some attention to the sUbject of

Ignatius as marty~. Yet fe~ hav~ analyzed the questions
.

and problems involved in Ignatius' thought on ,his death.

Still fewer -- just six authors -- have effectlve1y·con-

tributed to the agreements typical of contemporary schol-

arly thinking on the theme of "martyrdom" in Ignatius'
. . 1 r 2

letters: J.B. Lightfoot (1885), Walter Bauer (1920),

1 J .IL Liehtfoot. lhe Apostolic I'athers, Pt. 2,
Vol. II, ~e('. ]: S. IGnatius, S. Polycarp (London: Nacmil
lal1 (-x Co., ] liB':j).

2 \'.'alter Bauer, Die> Briefe des Ignatius von Anli
O·('IJL.l lJl1d' u('1.' I olycarpbricf, Vol.· I I: Die Apostolischen
'vater, ed. Hans Lietzmann (Tubingen: ~lohr, 1920).

-,, 9






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































